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Abstract

/

This'research wiil thoroughly document the experiences of a small

number of 5th grade children in an elementary school computer

laboratory, using LOGO; an advanced computer language designed.,

for jhildren. Four groups of"folir children will be taught a 10-

Week LOGO course. Detailed anecdotal records will be kept, and

observers will note the'deelopment,of the children's computer

programming skills, and the acquisition of knowledge in the areas

of Math6atics, science, and Language, and of cognitive strategies

and attitudinal changes which transfer beyond the speclific subject

matter studied.

A collaborative team,' including MIT research scenti ts, a public

school teacher and curricu developer, and consultants. in science

curriculum evaluation fro Education Development Center, will

conddct the research. A 'nal report will be prepared by the

project staff, summarizing the experiences'of each about the.success

of the LOGO classrgom experience in helping children acquire skills

and knowledge in the target areas. The success of the assessment

methgdology will be discuised and strategies suggested for a large

: scale evaluation to be condu ted in the future.
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PROPOSAL SUMMARY.

go(

This proposal attempts to 'take a further step in making the work of the

11.1.T. LOGO Group, and Oth-er researchers in LOGO, available for

implementation in realistic school settings. The ,proposed documentation of
IL

a LOGO learning Operlence will offer specific information about the use of

:presently advanced edmcational technology in ih elementary school

classroom. It will pinpoint the skills and knowledge acquired by the

students, and provide evidence about the possible transfer of learning ibto

more general cognitive skills such as problem-solving. The Information and

the Methodologies tested will point out possibilliles for large, scale

verification of the observed gains, asswail as provide the bast' for

practical curriculum development. The information provided will qlso help

form a basis4 this decisions to be made by educators throughout the

country, In the next, few years concerning thi use of `Computational

technology in public schot°1 classrooms.

The researcI.(,plan calls for the,installation of a small computer labor:atory

In the LIncoin)Tckool, an elementary school in Brook117,117sachueette.

The laboratory will consist of four self-standing computer systems:, each

allEC LS1-11 processor, and Including, graphics, music and hard copy

11 capabi I I tlee.- (The LOGO system Oepared for it.can be run on any POP-11

computer currently in use in schools./

.

The main study mill focus on a detailed documentation of fours'Koups of

4
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tpit. chil4en each, with, each gi-oup spending 4-5 hours ~pet ,week for ten

'weeks in the computer laboratory, receiving instruction In LOGO

programming. In addition there will be other.classes 44: informal

*computer club" activities, but.tha observaton of these activities will 40
.0, .

less intensive and less eystematic.

The children will be instructed in the beeike of the LOGC04anguage, and the

bulk of their time will be spent on Individually chosen projects in which

the children hbve the opportunity to apply their programming skills in the

areas of geometry, computer -graphics, designs, computerantsation, mush,

games and quiz programs, etc.. In addition to individually chosent

'projects, ,the 'chi idren will also be exposed to speck./ lc "iiini-units"- in

several of the above areas.

The main thuret of tilt research will belt)
thproughhaldocusent the selected

16 Achildrehe learning as they participate In thp!LOGO experience. The

means fqr documenting the learning wili be as follows: anecdotal records

of the work of each child kept by the t.dcher and observer each "di'yt /

charts showing Me progress of each child in certaim pre-defined skills in
4

the areas of computer programming, mathematIca,and language arts;

specially designed assesimsnt activitlei will be used td observe the

childrens' progress in cognitive areas Ruth as broblem-sOlving; Interviews

will be devised to measure the childrene' improvement In attitudes. toward

themselves as learners and towards the use of computers.*

5.
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Allhough' a statistical analysil will not be attempted, a final report, will

published klemarizing the findings. and providing a brief description of

the overall work ofeach child. The research team will be a collaborative

group including:
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. 1.NEEO FOR THE STUDY

A

(,

./IMARATiVEt

I

(a)Background of the M.I.T. LOGO Group The cost of computer power is

'divided by ten every five or six years. This means-that you will bringeyon

...._ times as much computer power for a given inveet*ent in 1988 as you could

have bought for ten times that Investment in 1968. The LOGeproject has

been dedicated since Its very small beginnings in 1968 tidevelOping the

technological -infrastructure and the conceptual framework for the kinds of

educational uses of the computer which we expected (and still expect) to

become widely-used the nineteen eighties. Researchers who are npt

familiar with this.work can obtain some insight into lar by reading the

`appended paper "Uses of Technology to Enhance Educattori". The LOGO

tradition diverged fr1om other trends in the development Of computer uses

for education through Our belief that people will do very different things

iIth inexpensivi powerful computers than they were doing with the more

expensive lees powerful computers. Indeed the new uses will not even be

continuous with the old. They will use different.computer languages.

engage different subject matters, etc.., Such a perspective 'led, to a

strategy of research in a somewhat rarefied laboratory atmosphere where we

had little interaction with people who were.airseady wolkingwith computers

In schools. In.our isolelon ws developed methods and machines which

seemed at the time outragebusly goat- ineffective.

(
Two salient trends,are now changing the relation of cost - effectiveness.

. Ao-..
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Line first f. ithe growing crisis in the schools involving lose of

effectiveness ip relation both to the learning ofbasic skills and to the

development of'eocial trust and confidence. The second is technology_which

shpws itself-already as the felling cost of computer power' and wi.l I in the

future take the form of err Inexorable movement 'towards mass diffusion of

personal computers on a scale which may catch up with that of television

sea; within a decade. Those two trends traneform,&he products of our work

from the status of "ivory tower toys" to that of usable instruments whose

Cost-effectiveness Is already acceptable and will increase rapidly in the

next few years. It is obviously time for us to emerge from our sheltered

envrronmsnt. Concretely this means that we have to demonstrate to a

generally sceptical world that our computer based learning environment can

be operated in an ordinary school setting by teachers who are not computer

ti

'scientists and that the students gain something valuable and uhiau from

the experience.

Our attempts to do thls have produced some "growling pains'. The worst of

these was felt in a rejection by the N.S.F. of a recent pOposal. When we

wrote the paper "Uses of Technology to Enhance Education" and presented

. to the N.S.F. in 1973 as a proposal to develop technologies., theoretical

ideas and computer systems, we could .write with ease, confidence and

mastery aboUt an area of work in which we had long experience. This

accounted for the success of the proposal Hpich wee reflected not only by

the award of a grjent of 61,160,000 but, even more encouragingly,aby, the

thousands of requests-we have received for copies of4the document.

. 9.
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Although not published in a "journal" it hasbecome quite in/luential

Internationally. In 1976 we presented a new proposal to operate an

expev4ental 'class in which the technologies, ideas and systems developed

earlier could rye tested.- Thu' proposal had a more mixed reception. The
.

reviewers agreed (almost Unanimguelyl that our work was innovative and

important and that we were far ahead of anyone else in developing the uses

of computers in elementary education. However they noted with concern a

number ofweaknesses. For example, we had little experience in working

with schools; we seemed to have paid insufficient attention to teacher

training; our concept of "teaching materials" was very different from what

a teacher ia school would expect; the organization of our laboratory had

a looseness which was appreprite for pure research but not well adapted to

an operational project such as running a school or'preparing materials for
, .

general dissemination; 44e are vague about evaluation; etc.. In short,

while the reviewers liked the project, they expressed doubts about whether

we had demonstrated ability to carry it through.

Fri the present proposal many of these weaknesses are remedied. This

proposal is more modest both in scale and in ambition, but its goals are

correspondingly more clearly defined and more clearly related to the more

practical problem of building credibility amongst school educators.

The charges are not merely on the level of words and plans. The new

proposal embodies the results of a critical further six months of life of

our project during which time attention has been focussed on developing lin

approach to teacher training and to the methodology of descriptign and

j
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- reporting of 'what actually happens when children work In our cdmpuler.pased

earning environments. During this period we also laid the founditions four

working relationships with tim school systepe (the Brookline Schools in

which we propose to do the work described below and the YOrktown Heights

B.O.D.E.S. where a LOGO proje0 for emotionally disturbed children is now

being operated by a teacher trained by us atM.I.T.) We have also begun to
1r)

explore the poeibillty of a partnership with an external organiziktion

'.O.D.) experienced in developing educational mateHais (see appended

letters of intent of cooperation from Brookline Schools and E.D.C.).

Finally, under the heading of listing changes In our group we mention that

the form:of 'this new proposal, the way our research interests have

developed and the emergence of these relationships owe a great deal to two

relatively new members of our group. These are Bob Lawler-11nd Dan Watt.

Both members are' dedicated to the problems of improving teaching and of

understandlpg and describing what actually happens in, teaching and in

learning. Both are mature persons who joined us at M.I.T. after a long

period of professional Involvement in-the "real wprld," (of computers and of

. ,

schools respectively.)

(B) What A Kid Learns When He Learns LOGO.

We use the word LOGO hers to refer not only to a particular programming

language but-to a general approach-to education which has grown around it.

One of the principles of this approach Is that we never teach "programming"

as such it-is aiwYs learned (as is a child's first dhtural language) as

an Integral part of other activities which are perceived by the student as

worthwhile in themselves. In the case of the work we propose here, this-

11.
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activity is initially in the area of computer graphiCe. We have found

through informal experiments that, solle or other form of this activity

proves attractive to the vaet.majority of,children (and adults) including

those whose previous record of /scholastic non-performance wbod suggest

that no such intellectualized activity would "grab" them. So the children

conceptualize their initial activitiqs,as drawing with the computer,

* teaching the cd%puter to dram, etc.. But this activity happehe (by

design!) to be extremely rich in various'kinds of knowledge including:

knowledge about programming, geometric knowledge, arl.thmetic knowledge.

general "problem-solving" or "heuristic" knowledge and above all a senee'of

the power of releling to one's own intellectual (including .intuitive)

activities. Our hope is that the,child is acquiring knowiedgein all these

areas as he goes about learning to drive program-controlled turtles over

the computer display.

The research problem underlying this proposal is how to document the

child'e life in, the LOGO experience in such a way as to be able to d)scuse

estneibly whether any such thing ihappening. To-formulate this task a

little better we first give some examples of phenomena we have epcountered

In informal work with children. The research goals will focus onselecting

a number of Ruch phenomenon which seem particularly informative, frequently

ob:Ived and easy to see.

PHENOMENON #11,Turtle -LOGO has neither a Threshold nor a Ceiling's'

It Is well,known that programming a computer can be'el-"turn-on" for many

1i
12. 41
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childr n. But In th usual BASIC computer environment the threshold of,
---

knowledge needed to experience the thrill of programming is too high to

draw in those children Rho come with a resistance to 'school leiarning

especlally,mathematical learning. Our experience with LOGO'indicates that

this threshold effect is not stall related lfiaptitUdes or 'Intelligence

even to "task". For LOGO is designed so that there is no effective

threehold, by, which we mean that anyone can learn in the first minute of

contact with the machine enough. to do something interesting, and an

progress from there in equally small increments Of learning if he %o wishes

to a degree of sophiltication ("no ceiling") which scarcely anyone obtains
7

in a BASIC environment.

PHENOMENON "2: A Milli-World Where the Concept of "Attentidn Span" is

not Applicable.

We have seen children referred to us bU counsellors'as "having an attention

span of less than five minutee work for.an hour or Iwo without a break at

LOGO. One should not be surprized.that some activities do this: dancing

clearly does and movies etc.: What is out of the ordinary its that this is

a very "mathematical" activity. .

PHENOMENON #3: Curing Mathophobia

There are children who did not learn arithmetic becauseathey hated numbers

until they had their first, truly joyful consciously mathematical

experience. Once they stop hating. the numbers they begin to-enjoy them and

s-k

learn to manipulate them.

13.
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PHENOMENON #4: Learning Line Integrals Without NotlEing It -- Atso

.

. Differential Equations. ,

. 1,

\ 4 The first three phenomena might have seemed biased to children in

4

difficulty, This bne applies to children of all ages. For a turtle

drawing a curve is going forwards little, turn(pg a little and so on.

It is easy for the program to accumulate a running sum of some quantityrae

it goes along. A little thought ihows.that this is-a line integral and a

very powerftil idea which morethan one child has re-invented. (For a case

study see,"lisee of Technology to Enhance Education ", p., 57-63, especially

p 60). This phenomenon, illustrates many aspects of-mathematics
K
in a

,coleputational context. Notice how the-concept of line integral comes to be

more elementary and (of course) more general than what is normally regarded

as the "natural first concept" of Integral line as tied ?artificially) to

the special case of areas under a curve.

We have 'evidence that this reversal of order avoids the, confusions

.encounfered by emost everyone who follows the traditional sequence. (Even

many very mathematically sophisticated students find it harc'---'Th to look

for the area when they first encounter a line' integral.) Whether this kind

consideration is relevant to what children should do in their.

mathematical work is, of course, open to controversy. But readers who

think that it it ihou14(late that the Tuirtle definitlorrof a circle 1"Uses

of Technology... p 47) takes as fundamental the fact that it is a curve

of constant curvature and one could argue that this "differential" or

"local". definition really is seen by modern science as more fundamental

' '14 .-
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than tither the Eucrldean orttht Cattesran way3of defining the circle 1:41,
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4 . the, property of equal rayi.
.

. 4

71314ENOKE1ON, The.Thr114 of Making Complex, _Hierarchical Construcion

Euclid ,had this rI4 Most people have to experfenct.lt vitariousiy.,
k

.1:lut On a LOGO. programming cOntext children are constantly using_ sub-

44
AeProcWdure8 to build eupeTproceOures. -Some-fall In love 'with- the Idea of

.411 making something very, buildines.little'at a Alms. Perhaps

it.0

will Dive them a taste for one. of themost 110.tant aspects of 'sill

.

intell etuaq aCtivIty, partitully mathematics. 44tiew
.

t
.

.._ .

4, r
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PHENOMENON 06: Computer Pretedures and People Procedures, (or" the

Computer filetaphor").

It isseasy to 'anihropomorPhize turtles. So -one way to .make a procedure .for

a

4t
turtle o do-something (eg. draw a circle or the cpmplex example on pp

. ,

57-63 of ' i(to do it yourself, observe put *min behavior and

-express t in "turtle language". Sot walk in a cirClel see that this

dan'be des ribed as go forward a little and turn a little and keep doing

the sane thing! Finally see that this is the good differintilll equet,irrii

,

f t as Object with constant Curvature!

3
Conveesely;.me have taught children to learn a hew skill'eg. juggling bly.

th'ink ortheateel,:es -4'4ot thie purpose) as compOsre and writing wub-
,

8proceduree. It really seems to help most people. A research question*

bears on the extent to which-children will. do this, spontaneously In hem

a
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(C) A Nbed for
1
More 'Systematic StudU and Documentation of LOGO Learning.

Under ter) we' gave email sample of phenomena whiCh have-been'reported at
.

some tlime by ,members of our laboratory mhi here-woked with children.
I

Neither the conditfOns of work nor the expertise of the workers favored the,

collection of)eystematit, credll data about suchsphenomene, Our first

goal in the work we want to do next is to gather such data-by having small

clavegs taulht systematiCallivby' a tkc)pitried, observant teacher' while

observer, co4leci as much data as possible. The observers will definitely

inclUde the following;

Our next goal, is derivative, from this one. The truth is that neither we

nor anyone knowl how to c
(

ollect and. report such data 14, an "optimal

fashion". We have.aiready found It Yalu 01 to use more than one method of

daja colleceb and analysis for in these more systematic

studies we shall continue to do ao aid' treat the comparative problem as a

research goerl in iteelfti Although such worcImUst, almost by definition, be

open-ended we cite onit example of the kinds of 'issues that will-arise and
0

perhaps be clarified.

(D) Contrasting Two Observatkonilethodologioo

'We include as.appendix I a paper by awl- who is presently a graduate

student in our laboratory. One of 1..awler's sps ialties is the analysis of

41,
16. rn
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very fine7grained protocols taken from a subjec6orking'on a profiles,. In
.

. .
. .

the :paper he makes an interpretation of the dynamic of formation of

objectives by hi Id, , In his' theoretical work he. contrasts two modes of

work Which he calls ..Planning' and "Bricoiage" lfollwing Levi- Strauss).

The planning model ,represents',the.iub)ect in termspf a fixed' "top goal"

for which eub-goale are generated,recursively. Iii' the bricolage model the

"objectives" evolve In the course of the.wo4, opportueltically, by

association, as manifestations of late pre-conscious desires etc.. It

is clear that Mbsi people-adhere to each of these models on,eome occasion.

Some,people value one-more than the, other. Some peoplecarry this to an

extreme of rigidity which impedes effective work. We havit observed that

such rigidituften shows itself in areas of work in Which the subject is

V
not at ease such as mathematics and as the rigidity softens at least some

"mathematical blocks" go away. So this muggests that it would be

interesting todo such analysis in a mode of /tracking the dynamics between

"panning" and "bricolage" as a student goes through a LOGO learning,
.
experilnce. On the other hand the collection of the data might prove

r
Impossibly difficult in a class situation. Thie s kipd of questiOntwe

/
shall try to illuminate. Another side of the, eitedh can be raised-by

asking whether some phenomena,can be detected by a less Intimate form of

data collection, such as the appended sample of notes taken from Oan Watt's

records of a child, Sam, learning LOGO at M.I.T..leee Appendix E.)

(E) Our Central Plan for Next Year

Specifically, we wish to operate four

17,

Weed claisee at fifth grade
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level. The, claises will,bk artitCHN.In that they will be small; there

will be only four students in eswill But' in several other respects
i. % 4:50,

The classes will be 'very eud ledl'e real Ac than any we haw, operated in
40 '1.

. A

the peel. They.will Cie n'un 111.an' actual.public school, and by an

experienced fifth grade teacher who 0111 by toting there have had exactly,

one year of training and ixperlencethe use of computers. Our primary

(--";

goal is to document what takes place in the class: whet materiale art
, ....

,

tiled; what' transactions take :plai between students, teacher and
-

0

ramtell what 'the ttudents learn both in the narrow sense of acquiring

the skills and concepts we explicitly teach and in the wider 'sense of how

this affects.achooh-work, oroblaa-solAg, attitudes, etc.. The products'
,

of thework relevant to this gotl mill coherent document, which -will be
. . .

published to give the education,lcomlonity the most detailed poeeible

concrete image of what can happen in a coMpu r based learning environment.
---t4'Nt'le

., ... \

1 .

A-secondary goal Will be the cilscussion ank....44s far as possible) the

appraisal of di fferent mtthode ,ofl data collection, observatiog.

Ak measurements etc.'. The small sampLip will make it pose)ble to collect a

great deal of information about 'each. child. It will, of course, also

prevent statistically reliable conclusions to be"drawn: But we are firmly W

convipced that this trade -off 101.411 correct research strategy, The

experiment' eust not be described as an "evaluation of the effects 0
.

' learning LOW". -Rather it is necessary preliminary step towards such an

We shall learn.fror it-that certain observations and measures

can be made and seem into, tivelY teeningful in the situation while. others

18.
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are,too diffIcult,'obviously unrelated, etc.. If the first class has many

members we (or some other research' group) 'mill be in a good. position to

plan an evaluation study on more significant scale. However it should

not be forgotten that certain conclusions o#an evaluative nature will be

just as valid with 8 subjects as with 188. For example, if all 16 children

to achieve the level of programming competence wedescribe in the

ppfnded breakdown of the teaching plan, we certainly could conclude that

most kids from'the socio-Rulturo-economic bockgroundef our school will be

able tOlearn ii.060 with a leacher like Dan Watt.,, Mnre subjects feom the

saes, background, taught by,the same team would,not make the conclusion

firmd;

(F) - Related Work
--,

ii

Two kinds of work are releVant to the assessmenti-of the value o'f this
.

projects

410

(1) Work related to making LOGO Sorb widely available The N.S.F. has

awarded a grant to Bolt, Beranek 6 Newman of Cambridge Mass. to facilitate

dissemination of'LOGO. In iddition to this systematic project many firms

and computer science centers are engaged in new or improved implementations

of LOGO.

1,

() Experimental Work Similar to Our Research Plan Wspelieve thatrihts

the only project 4hich sets of to study LOGO learning systematically in a

41
regular elementary school. Other projeets in the same spirit ere:- the work

a t the University of Edinburgh with high school students! the work at the

19.
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Yorktown Heights 9.0.C.E.S. on elementary school children with severe

..emotional problems{ work of the LOGO center kt the University of Quebec in

Montreal on Individual children on a clinical basis (i.e. each child is

giveil.a different experience depending on his special needs and interesteit

andWorrk at the XEROX research center at Palo Alto (which does not use LOGO

but the 1-elated language SMALLT1ALK) .where work with individual

children is cocoductird In a Ilbereterg rather than.p School setting.

We are in touch with all these-group. and mike systematic use of lheir

Ideas in designing our teaching lee-fill and our observational procedures.

0
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2. PROJECT GOALS.

A: the projecl is designed to answer the following questions:

1. Now much.can 5th grade children, in aregular school setting, learn

about computer programming, using a LOGO environment. (See Computer

Programming.Skille and Concepts in the LOGO course, Appendix A.)

2. What concolitant skills that are part of the standard school,
4"

furriculum (Whematics, Science, and language) do children learn inthe

course of their LOGO work? Do they acquire concepts that would normally be
, I

_consilered 'advanced"-for their age level? '(See Appendix 8.)

-%

3. "Liget non-standard erills (p;:oblem-Solving_thugh planning and

debugging; use of procedural thinking and computer Way/lore., ptc.) do
.

children in the course of the LOG(4 work?
\ (

4; Does the LOGO experience produce any changes in the child's

attitude toward learning or toward himself/herself as a learner,;both In

general, and in relation topprticular subjects (e.g. mathematics) ?,

S. What changes, if any, can be fount in the child's attitude towards

using computers and towards .the role of computers as part of our

technological society?

21.
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B. Comments on the useful se of answering they questions:

1. Provide specifiC4nformation about the use.of the LOGO cotputer

language,' hardware syet'm and philosophy of instruction, In -a realisrc
S.

public' school settrng. Much of this is resident in the

experienced 'etaffdisembers of the LOGO group, The reporting function of

this experimrt will. bring it into publicly accessible form.

2. Provide evidence to educators in school systems and universities

and funding, agent-Tit to Justify the use of LOGO ee an elementary school

activity -- foming a bridge to the technological environment of the,near

future.

3. .Clarify the needs for future work in curriculum development and
oro

teacher training to implemint LOGO successfully in -realistic scnooiif

settings during the 'next few years.
1

4. Crt-e-rjfy tha.indirect 10arning potential of LOGO in both

.

conventional and 4gn -conventional areas of school curriculum and point the

way to large scale.verification of this potential in future experiments.

22.
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3. RESEARCH PLAN

A. Design. 0

1. We will set up a computer laboratory Lincoln SchoOl, Brookline.

Mass. coneisting of 4 stand alonsOomputers with associated equipment (see

appendix C for description of the laboratory.)

e A

2. We'will teach 4 tin-week classes, with 4, 5th grade iludents in each

class. Each clasewIll meet 4-5 houre/yeek for a total of 48-58 hours of

'exposkWe time for each ohLld. (See appendix 0 for a description of the

courde materiel and ',aching methods.)

3. Two of he classes will be taught In the fall, two in the Spring, with

//
time allotted before, 'between, and after the classes for planning and

documentation.

4e, 4,

4. The classes will be taught by an,experienced classroom teacher, trained

in LOGO, and observed by MIT graduate students. Detailed anecdotal records

will be kept by the teache'r and obierver, as well as charts doc?ikenting

each child's acquisition of .computer program rng skills and t itional

school subject matter. (See appendix E for description

observationalrecbrd keeping.)

oach to

6. Evaluators experienced in informal education,' and cognitive psychology,

from Education Development Center (Newton, Mass) will participate in the

23.
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design of activhies for children, to be used informally i the LOGO'

classroom, to assess the,children's acquisition of understandings in

problem solving, use of procedural thinking and computer metaphors, and

/- w UI interpret the children's responses to these activities. (See appendix

F for examples of such iClivities).

G. Consultants in the area of effective behavlorwill devise and conduct

oN,intery Jews to assess each child's attitude toward's learning, towards

school` and 'towards himself as a leirrnit., ss well as to assess each child's

, attitude's towards computers. These interviews will tie conducted once

before, once during and once after each set of classes.

I

B. Samples

1.' The student population will consist of, approximately 16 fifth grade

studente,at the Lincoln Elementary School, Brookline-, Mass.. Lincoln

School is' in a lower socio-economic area of Brookline, a suburb, adjacent

lo Boston.' IThe children will represent a reasonably normal distribution

/--

of prior academic achievseent, stressing those ofaverage ability. Since

the scope of the experiMent is small -and the number of subjects

statistically insignificant, there will be no at4empt to select a control

group for this experiment. I

2. This experiment wilr'be a continuation of a cooperative relatidnehip

between the Brookline Publicidhools. and the LOGO Group.

Tel
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During thel1976-77 academic year, Or. Daniel H. Watt, a fifth grade

teacher' at the Lincoln School, has been spending a yei of sabbatical leave

as a visiting resserthassociate with the LOGO Group. Dr, Watt will be

the teacher, of the LOGO classes in the proposed experiment. Or. 9obert I.

Sperber, Superintendent of Schools,-Dr. Jacqueline P. Clement, Assistant

Siwperintendeni for Curricula and Instruction, and the Testing, Research

and Evaluation Committee (a group of Brookline teachers And admillietrators

which must approve any educational research p rformed in the Brookline

J Schools) have formally endorsed a LOGO experiment ithin the Brookline

Schools. 'The plan has also been approved by Mr. Gerard P. Cote, Principal

of the Lincoln School, and discussions about the details of implementation

have begun with teachers at the Lincolln School (see attached letters).

.NP

3. Consultants from Education Development Center, Inc., a private, non-.

prof I t organization -wIth wide experience in the devlopment",

Implementation, and evaluation of Science and Math curricula have agreed' to

participate in the preparation, use and documentation of informal means of

asseeemerit (see attached letters).

/-- C. Data Analysis And Interretation:

This plan does not lend itself to statistical approaches to the analysis of

data. Rather, we propose to write a final'report, in a form suitable for

widespread publication. This report will Includes

5.
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1. A summary of what.the children learned the area of computer

programming, and traditional school subjects, as taken rom the anecdotal

records and the charts kept by the leacher and observer.'

2. An analysis of the Ovsults of the informal assessments of the children's

development in problem solving tasks areinthause.of procedural thinking.

3. An analysis of the results of interviews conducted toassess the

affective effects of the experience on the chitdren.

4. A brief summary, of,,eachchild's progress, taken from the anecdotal

records. v

5. Discussion of new question% raised by the experiment, 'and adwe:lions

for further march to provide more formal validation of the results, and

for development in the areas of teacher training and curriculum materials.

We feel that the results of our work docuiented In this way, will

demonstrate for the first time the effectiveness of the LOGO learning

envitonmenti ithin a-public elementary school. Other researchers will'have

some specific information on which to base further experiment:. School and

University Educators will have information on which to begin to consider

the practical implementatTen of LOGO in amore realistic way., Success of

ttt

tr

e experiment will suggest a strong effort in the areal of teacher

mining and curriculdm development, based on the experiences described' in

26, 9 '
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our report.

4. SCHEDULE OF ACTIVITFESs

. .

A. Preparatory Phase: Sept.- - Oct., (6 weeks)

During this period we will be installing equipment, ,preparing opedific

teaching plans, and devising, with the participation of consultants, charts

d anecdotal record Awing systems, assessment activities for the

children to carry out during the classes, and interviewe"for use in the

affective areas. We will also provide a two day training progrem for the

teachers at Lincoln School,. -pH or to the beginning of the school year: We

will coneutt with the teachers about the selection of students, and inlate

September, conduct any preliminary interviews or assessments with the 8,

students selected.

6. First Class Session: Oct. --Dec. 1977 (18 weeks)

During this period we will'be holding dilly classes with thesetudents.

Assessment activities will be built into the classes at regular intervals

/
and observed or conducted by the consultants. The children will be

Interviewed at approximately the mrdOint of the 18 week period, and again

at the end of the period. Atecdotal records, and progress charts wilt be
31%

kept for each child.

C. First Assessment and Revisions Jan. - Feb. (6 weeks)

6-

We will collect and organize the information from the anecdotal records and

charts. Also, make a preliminary assessment of the effectiveness of the

27.
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,Assessment activities and interviews, and make revisions if necessary.

Consult-with the teachers about the childneeTsfeactions to' the LOGO

classes,and select and interview the children fonkthe next phase.

0. Second Clips Seesion; Feb. - April 1976 (18 weeks)
. I

*It

During this phase we will repeat the acttivitiles of the first close session,

with revised lesson plans, and .teaching arterials, assessment activitiee

and interviews.

"N.

E. Anaiusis of data; Writing of Final Report; Mau - Aug. 1378 (12 weeks)

We will carefully organize the data from the charts for all the children-in

,--both groups; write up the sixties of each child's work; analyze the

results of the asseqpment activities .and interviews and write the final

report.

S. PERSONNEL QUALIFICATIONS;

A. Professor Seumour Pppert has a background of teaching and research in

mathematics and in the theory of intelligence. The latter interest led him

to spend five years in close collaboration with Piaget at the .University of

.Geneva and to become one of, the core of participants in the symposia. of

Piaget's Centre d'Epistemologle Genetique. Since 1964 he has been at

M.I.T. where he is Professor o Mathematics as well as holding the Cecil

and Ida Green Chair in Educatiqr. FnoM 1969 to 1974 he was co-director.

with Minsky of the Artificial Intelligence Laboratory. He initiated the

28.
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1111-0 LOGO and has collaboiited on LOGO development with many workers at

M 9 cf0
an

. .

I A, at Bo Newman, d at,other centers of education

reseal-ch. ,He sees thebconcept of Turtle Geoietry as an expression of the

unifiCation of three intellectual roots* mathematics,Piaget's

epistemology and computer science.(See appendix for vitas)
AI-

B. °Or. Daniel H. Watt, presently on sabbatical leave frog the Brookline

e spending the 19747 academic,year as

The LOGO Group, He has been a -teacher

Public Schools, BrooklineN°Mase:.
44

a Visiting Research Associate with

of fourth ands fifth tirades at the Lincoln Elementary School .fn Brookline

for the previous seven years. Prior to Joining the Brookline Faculty, pr.

Watt was a staff develops with Elementary Sdience Study, part of Edulation

Development Center, Inc. an ejligirntary school curriculum develdOment

prsitject. sponsored by the National Science Foundation. '

Az.

*
By combining expertise.,in Computer Science, and Psychology, and Elementary

science and elementary school teaching, this, teasHmill be uniquely able to

carry out the proposed study. -Furthermore, Or. Watt will be working with

the Ekooki164 School system; paid by this rant under a sub-contract lses

- 1,

budget Worksheet) to the scitoollystem. In this way, he will be able to

maintain effective !Jason with the parents and Breokli'ne -school

admtistrapre.,,

C. .other MITsfAculty, 05 consullants, OSRE'consultentt.

29.
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6, OMANI ZAT ION -ANC MANAGEMENT PLAN The' research team, conellilik of

Professor !avert, Or. Watt, faculty members of the MIT LOGO Group, MIT

graduate students and consultants from Education DEvelopment Center, and

from the 01vison for StudysirallftesearCh in Eduction of MiT, will function

under the=supec/felon of Professor Papert. As Principal Investigator, he

will have responsibility for oversight of theentire project. With Or.

Cb4att. he Wilt coOrdinate the work of the outride consultants, and write the

interim progress reports. Or. WattAnd Professor Papert will also share

responsibility for writing the final report describing the LOGO learning

experience and summarizing the findings of the teachers and the observers.

Dr.' Watt w141 Wave responeibi 1 itOor teaching the LOGO classes.

maintAining liaoon with the Brookline Public Schools, supervising the

graduate student observers, and, wrth"the observers, writing the anecdotal

notes on each class and keeping the "progress charts" on each child. He

will have responsibility fof coordinating the classroom work of the

consultants. He mill also" have responiibility for these portions of the

filial project report which summarize the work of each child, and which

analyze the information obtafned froi the progress charts.

30.


